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Measuring occlusion accurately can be a hassle—
especially when your articulating paper is 
unknowingly making the job harder than it needs to 

be. With Hager’s Madame Butterfly Articulating Silk, clinicians 
can measure occlusion with confidence and accuracy.

Madame Butterfly Articulating Silk is made from high-
quality natural silk that is highly tear-resistant, and because 
of its low thickness and good flexibility, it adapts perfectly 

to cusps and fossae. 
Marking with silk is 
extremely precise, 
which makes the 
Madame Butterfly 
silk suitable for even 
the most delicate 
preparations.

Madame Butterfly consists of fibrils, a tube-shaped protein structure that gives 
the articulating silk a high color reservoir capacity. It comes in 4 colors: blue, 
green, red, and light red. “The green color of the silk seemed to work best for 
me,” shared Dr. Arthur Volker, a cosmetic dentist and lecturer in Sunnyside, NY. 
“When I used this product to measure occlusion, it provided clear markings that 
were easily removed with the bur.”

Accurate Markings Lead to Successful Treatment
According to Dr. Volker, the articulating silk provided clear, non-smudged marks, 

even on polished ceramic materials. 
“The Madame Butterfly Articulating Silk leaves a mark more easily than other ar-

ticulating papers I’ve used,” said Carlos 
Boudet, DDS DICOI, who practices in 

West Palm Beach, FL. “The marks were also easy to read and accurate.”
Madame Butterfly’s thin material and flexibility are 2 reasons why the 

articulating silk provides such accurate readings, according to Dr. Abraham 
Jaskiel whose practice in Miami, FL, provides numerous cosmetic and specialty 
procedures. “Because the silk is very thin, I believe it is more accurate for small 
detail marking,” he explained.

This articulating silk is especially suitable for use on a laboratory model 
because 1 strip can be used up to 10 times, which makes it an economical 
choice for dental practices. Madame Butterfly is ideal for marking mounted 
models and dentures. At ¾” wide and 90 microns thick, it is useful for a variety 
of indications. 

“Overall, I find myself asking for the silk over the paper when I want detailed 
occlusion marking, which is most of the time,” concluded Dr. Jaskiel.
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Madame Butterfly 
Articulating Silk: 
Flexible & Precise
Ideal for marking mounted models and dentures, this flexible and tear-resistant articulating silk helps 
clinicians capture accurate occlusal markings—even in delicate preparations

4 KEY FEATURES OF 
MADAME BUTTERFLY 
ARTICULATING SILK
•  Made from strong, highly 

tear-resistant silk with high 
color reservoir capacity

•  Extremely precise and ideal 
for delicate preparations

•  Clear markings for accurate 
measurements

•  Low thickness and good 
flexibility—adapts perfect to 
cusps and fossae

•  Ribbon is 3/4” wide, 18 yards 
in length, and 90 microns thin
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